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Abstract: Cloud Computing emerged as the next-generation architecture of IT Enterprise. As high speed network or Internet access 
become available to users, so user can easily use many services through Internet from anywhere at any time. Cloud storage system as 
we called third party provides long term storage service over the internet. It migrate all application software as well as databases to the 
centralized data centers, which creates challenges in management of the data and services. This paradigm causes many new security 
challenges during data storage and data forwarding. Storing and movement of data in cloud system make a serious problem about data 
confidentiality. General encryption scheme protect data confidentiality and also faces some limitations during functioning of the 
storage system as well as data forwarding. For constructing secure cloud storage with safe data forwarding, here we use proxy 
cryptosystem and along with this propose conditional proxy re-encryption. The conditional proxy re-encryption used for secure 
encryption and secure data forwarding. 
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1. Introduction 
Now days, more and more users store their important data in 
cloud. To ensure the security of the remotely stored data, 
users need to encrypt important data. From the point of data 
security which has always been important aspect of quality of 
service, cloud computing cause’s new challenging security 
threats. 
 
Firstly, traditional cryptographic primitives for the purpose of 
data security protection cannot be directly adopted due to the 
users’ loss control of data under cloud computing. Therefore, 
correct data storage in the cloud should be verified without 
any knowledge of the whole data. By considering the various 
types of data for each user stored in the cloud and the 
requirement of long term assurance of their data safety, the 
problem arises as correctness of data storage verification in 
the cloud becomes even more challenging.  
 
Again, cloud computing is not only a third party data 
warehouse. Whereas the data stored in the cloud may be 
frequently updated by the users, in the form of insertion, 
deletion, modification, appending, reordering, etc. To ensure 
the security correct storage it is necessary to check data 
stored is correctly. 
 
As security of data storage is important then security of data 
forwarding in the cloud is also important. To achieve security 
for data transfer in cloud, we introduce notion of conditional 
proxy re-encryption whereby only the cipher text satisfying 
one or more condition set by user one can be transferred by 
proxy and decrypted by user two. 

2. Literature Survey 
In this section we briefly review the cloud storage system, 
proxy re-encryption schemes. In [1],[15], Hsia-Ying Lin and 
Wen-Guey Tzeng et al  gives an effective and flexible 
distributed scheme with explicit dynamic data support to 
ensure the correctness of users’ data in the cloud. They use 
erasure correcting code in the file distribution preparation to 
provide redundancies and guarantee the data dependability 
and this construction drastically reduces the communication 
and storage overhead as compared to the traditional 
replication-based file distribution techniques. By using 
identifiers with verified distributed erasure-coded data, their 
scheme achieves the storage correctness insurance as well as 
data error localization: whenever corrupted data has been 
occurred during the storage correctness verification, their 
scheme can almost guarantee the identification of the 
misbehaving server(s), [11], [14].   
 
In [1], they propose a threshold proxy re-encryption scheme 
and integrate it with a decentralized erasure code such that a 
secure distributed storage system formed. The distributed 
storage system provides secure data storage and data 
retrieval, as well as enables user to forward his data in the 
storage servers to another user without retrieving the data 
back. They use the proxy re-encryption scheme because this 
was helpful for encoding operations over encrypted messages 
and forwarding operations over encrypted and encoded 
messages. Their method was fully integration of encoding, 
encryption, and forwarding which makes the storage system 
efficient and fulfill the requirements of data robustness, data 
confidentiality, and data forwarding.  
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In [2],[7] Hsia-Ying Lin and Wen-Guey Tzeng et al. firstly 
encodes the message, then message encrypted to store in 
cloud storage system. They used decentralized reassure code 
for the purpose of data storage in the cloud storage system.  
 
2.1 Proxy Re-encryption 
 
Initially the concept proxy re-encryption was proposed by 
Mambo and Okamoto et al., [3]. In a proxy re-encryption 
scheme, the proxy cryptosystem allows an original decryptor 
to transform its ciphertext to a ciphertext for a designated 
decryptor, proxy decryptor. As the ciphertext transformation 
is over, the proxy decryptor can find a plaintext in place of 
the original decryptor. Such a cryptosystem is very useful for 
large amount of decrypting operation. This type of 
cryptosystem can actually speed-up the decrypting operation 
by authorizing multiple proxy decryptors. Blaze, Bleumer, 
and Strauss (BBS) et al.[4],[8],[17],  proposed the concept of 
proxy re-encryption in which they provides  a semi trusted 
proxy which converts a ciphertext for user one into a 
ciphertext for user two without seeing the plaintext and it 
becomes bidirectional conversion,[12],[13].  
 
In [5], author Tang et al. proposed Type-based proxy re-
encryption scheme which gives access rights of a re-
encryption keys to users. According to these rights, a user 
can decide what type of message and with whom he wants to 
share this proxy re-encryption scheme. In [6],[16], author 
Ateniese et al. provide a proxy re-encryption scheme in such 
a way that for a given re-encryption  keys , a proxy server 
cannot find out the identity of the recipient. Ateniese et al. 
proposed unidirectional proxy re-encryption scheme. 

3. Proposed Work 
For more securely data transfer in cloud we introduce 
conditional proxy re-encryption. We form the security model 
of conditional proxy re-encryption. An efficient construction 
of conditional proxy re-encryption scheme offers several 
advantages over previous systems including chosen-cipher 
text security, uni directionality and collusion-resistance [10]. 
This scheme has better overall efficiency in terms of both 
computation and communication cost and provides better 
security. 
 
In cloud, instead of converting all cipher texts, user may only 
want the proxy to convert the cipher texts with a specific 
word, such as ‘‘Important’’. This problem solved by 
introducing the notion of conditional proxy re-encryption in 
construction of secure cloud storage. The conditional proxy 
re-encryption means user1 sends some message to user 2 and 
he wants that the user2 access some important messages 
earlier as these messages are very important. So user1 for 
important messages set condition i.e. set w= “important” with 
whom to send and is the reply is needed for this message, in 
subject and encrypt message. Condition is set in the subject 
because user 1 wants only the subject of message is visible to 
the proxy and not the body of the message, so message is 
encrypted by user 1.  This message re-encrypted by proxy 
server using re-encryption key which formed by user1 and 
user 2 secret key and conditional key provided by user1 and 
converts into the ciphertext. User1 wants only user2 read this 

ciphertext that satisfying condition w=”important” rather than 
all other user 1’s ciphertext. Also user1 and user2 do not 
want that proxy server able to read this condition set 
ciphertext for security purpose. If User 2 is not receiving or 
replying for this message then proxy check for another 
condition which is set by user 1. 
 
Here user 1 provides set of conditions to the proxy for 
difficult circumstances whenever occurs. So proxy having set 
of conditions, on that basis proxy decides if user 2 is not 
replying then he checks for the next condition from the set. 
This condition may be tell proxy to send this message to 
another user i.e. user 3 on behalf of user 2.So here proxy 
server have functionality of partial decryption, means in 
difficult circumstances proxy are able to or having right to 
decrypt that message on behalf of user which is actually 
receiver of that message. At that time proxy decrypts 
message and re- encrypt that message with key of another 
user called user 3 and send that message to user 3.Proxy 
server are connected with storage server and key server for 
accessing multiple conditions which are provided by owner 
of the message which are actually stored on storage server 
and keys which are managed by key server. So proxy server 
having all the information needed for encryption, condition 
checking and data forwarding to whom and which data  to be 
forward  and what to do when  difficult situation occurs. If 
condition is not set properly by user1, then proxy is not able 
to re-encrypt the message and not able to forward this 
message towards another user. At that time, proxy replies to 
the user 1 with error message. So under right condition proxy 
re-encrypts the message efficiently and able to forward that 
message. This will be the advantage of this scheme to 
achieve more security. 

4. Definitions 
In this section we briefly review some algebraic settings, 
assumptions which are considered in the creation of structure 
of conditional proxy re-encryption for constructing secure 
cloud storage. 
 
4.1 Bilinear maps 
 
 Let G1 and G2 be multiplicative cyclic groups of prime 
order p, and g be a generator of 1G  . We say  

 e : 1G  × 1G  → 2G  is a bilinear map [9] , if the following 
conditions hold. 
(1)   abba ggegge ),(),( 2121 =  For all a, b Є Zp and  

2,1 gg Є 1G  
(2) e(g, g) ≠ 1 
 (3) There is an efficient algorithm to compute e( 21gg  )for 

all  21 , gg  Є 1G  
 
4.2 Computational bilinear Diffie-Hellmen  assumption 
 
Let G1 and G2 be multiplicative cyclic groups of prime order 
p. Let e:  1G  × 1G  → 2G  be a bilinear map and g be a 

generator of 1G  . The CBDH problem in ( 1G , 2G , e) is as 
follows: 
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Given (g , cbab
a

gggg ,,,  ) for  a, b, c Є *
PZ   , compute  

 w= e abcgg ),(  ϵ 2G  .An algorithm A has an advantage Є 

in solving CBDH in ( 1G , 2G , e) if 

Pr [A (g , cbab
a

gggg ,,, )= e abcgg ),(  ]>= Є 
Where the probability is over the random choice of a, b, c Є  

*
PZ ,  the random choice of g Є 1G  and the random bits of A. 

 
5. Structure and modules 

 
In this section we briefly review the structure of the cloud 
storage with data forwarding using conditional proxy re-
encryption and modules of this structure. 

 
Figure 1: Structure of Cloud Storage with Safe Data 

Forwarding 
 
In the presented structure actual encryption done by owner of 
the message with some conditions set on the subject of the 
message which is to be send. The message converted into 
cipher text with condition set passes through the cloud (proxy 
server) to the receiving user. The proxy server responsible 
for re-encryption of message, condition checking, data 
forwarding in cloud and managing information about set of 
conditions and handling the difficult situations like receiver 
of the message is on vacation or not replying for the given 
message, management of key server and storage servers. 
Here proxy server does many of the functioning on behalf of 
user so user has not to worry about data transfer and storage 
done. The conditional encryption is used for giving rights to 
users as proxy server decides which message will be send to 
whom on the basis of multiple conditions which are set on 
the message. According to that proxy sends message to the 
expected users of that message. 
 
This structure is performed in the following modules: 
 
5.1 Key Generation: In this for each user pair of secret key 
and public key are generated which is required for encryption 
and decryption of the given important message. For re-
encryption by proxy server, re-encryption key is created 
using secret keys of both users who want to send message 
and who want to receive message. Condition key is created 
by owner of the message at the time when condition is set to 
the message and provides condition key to the proxy server 
with set of conditions which are useful in checking another 
condition when one condition fails due to some reason to 
forward the message without any error. 

 
5.2 Encryption: Encryption of message done by owner of 
the message by taking key of the receiving user with some 
condition set in subject field of the message. The Encryption 
is performed on the basis of standard encryption algorithm 
EIGammal which provides good encryption facility. 
 
5.3 Re-Encryption: Re-encryption done by the proxy server 
on the encrypted message with set condition w by owner of 
the message i.e. user 1.Re-encryption is performed using the 
algorithm Diffie–Hellman key exchange. By using this 
algorithm a share key is formed using senders and receivers 
secret key on which both are agreed. This key is provided to 
proxy server for re-encrypting the message. Here we use 
share key with conditional key for re-encryption for 
achieving better encryption facility. Testing of conditions 
which are set by owner of message are done at the time of re-
encryption by proxy server using the set of conditions 
provided by the owner. As any condition is not satisfied or 
not matched to the set of conditions, then proxy server not 
able to forward that message to the receiver. At that time 
proxy server sends error message to the owner of the 
message and tell to set right and accurate condition on the 
message. 
  
5.4 Decryption: In this original message obtained to the 
expected receiver. Receiver uses only his/her secret key to 
decrypt the message. Here the receiver does not require any 
conditional key to decrypt the message as he/she does not 
having any right to access the conditional key. 
 
6. Algebraic Calculations 
 
In this section we briefly review the actual mathematical 
design of the given structure. 
 
6.1 Creation of generator 
 
 Suppose p is prime, Find some α Є PZ  such that each 
number   can be written as  

  for some a, where is called primitive 
element of PZ  . 

  If P = 17 then α = 6 is a primitive element of 17Z  .This is 

because 17Z  we have 

17Z  = {1= 166 mod 17, 2=  26  mod 17, 3= 156 mod 
17…..} 
 
6.2 Encryption 
 
Let the public group G and an element α Є G of order N 
Let G1 = < α > where α= generator 
Let key space = G1 
For each key k Є K, the plaintext and cipher text space are 
  

},:),{( 211211 GGGGC
GM

k

k

∈∈=×=
=

ββββ
 

The randomized set is Nk ZR =  
For each key k Є K, the encryption function 

 : kM  × kR  → kC   is given by 
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For each key k Є K, Private Key = integer d Є NZ  such that 

 dk α= and decryption function 

kkk MCD →:   is given by 
1

1221 ).(),( −= d
k CCCCD  

   
6.3 Re-encryption 
 
Given public group G and an element α Є G of order N 
Given NZ  ={a, b, c,………,n-1} 
Steps: 
1. Let choose any random integer a, where a Є NZ   then 

compute a
AK α=  

2. Let choose any random integer b, where b Є NZ    then 
compute  b

BK α=    
3. Then calculate share key K from given keys, where a, b Є 

NZ , Calculate K= abα or  baα . 
 
6.4 Conditional Encryption 
 
  Let choose random integer a, where a Є NZ    

  Given NZ   = {a, b, c,………,n-1} 

   Let C= G {m, a, w, kC   } 
   Where m= message to be encrypted, 
              a = random integer chosen as a secret key of user, 
              w= condition given to the text file, here on condition   
                      we decide rights given to access the message, 
             kC  = cipher text with condition set 

   Such that p= {if w= w then kC = wma .  and 

                            if w ≠ w then  kC = ⊥}  
                          Where ⊥= error message 
 
7. Security Model 
 
In this section we check the security of message and privacy 
of condition. Here, the opponent is allowed to get the 
plaintexts of almost all cipher texts except for a specified 
cipher text. Then security notion guarantees that the 
opponent can take any trapdoors, except the ones that are 
associated with the specific condition, and further, it should 
not be able to decide which condition corresponds to the 
provided cipher text. This security notion guarantees that 
only the one who has the private key can decrypt cipher texts. 
 
8. Conclusion 
 
As security of data storage is important, also the security of 
data transfer is important. We achieve the   security of data 
transfer by introducing the conditional proxy re-encryption. It 
provides many advantages like chosen cipher text attack, uni 
directionality and collusion-resistance over the previous 
schemes. This scheme provides secure model of cloud 
storage with safe data forwarding. 
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